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摘  要 
 

















ObjectARX 和 OpenGL 等开发技术，研发了三维建模组件和虚拟仿真平台。  
本文提出的参数化建模方法，不仅适用于古建筑的三维建模，也同样适用于
现代建筑及其它专业领域的参数化三维建模。利用本文的方法，可以进一步开展































Through wide application of computer technology, how to digitalize the Chinese 
traditional building and protect them by Virtual Reality (VR) has become a new 
research field. Recently our research concentrates on the modeling and animation for 
the instance of the Chinese traditional building. How to explore universal modeling 
system has been an important project.  
Yingzao Fashi, a book published in the North Song Dynasty, has modularized the 
design standard of Chinese traditional building, and makes the research project 
possible. We investigated the feature of Chinese traditional building model (for 
example, Dougong model), and presented the approach of Parametric-Modeling for 
the Chinese traditional building with the Parametric-Design based on construction. 
(1)Through researching the architectural principle of polyline, we proposed the 
Parametric-Definition of closed polyline and the evaluation of bugles, and therefore 
realized the automatic generation of the closed polyline.  
(2)We proposed the Parametric-Definition of primary transform by analyzing 
homogeneous coordinate system, and thus obtained the Parametric-Definition of 
transform matrix. 
(3)Through analyzing the generating methods of extrude-solid and considering 
the process of setting up the 3D-model, we gave the Parametric-Design of primary 
solid. 
(4)After investigating the principle of Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and 
experience of the 3D-model construction, using the algorithm of Travel-Left-First, we 
presented the four-element Parametric-Definition of the generation, and finally 
obtained the Parametric-Modeling algorithm applicable to the Chinese traditional 
building. 
(5)After defining ESTL file and studying of Entity Extended Data (EED), we 















building with the OOP, ObjectARX and OpenGL. 
The algorithm presented in this paper is applied not only in traditional building 
model but also in the 3D model of Modern Building and other fields. We may develop 
the CAD system and the CAI system for the Chinese traditional building based on it. 
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第一章 绪  论 
 

















































































图 1-1 五台山佛光寺 
资料来源：《营造法式新注》 













































图 1-2 宋代晋祠圣母殿 
资料来源：《演绎唐宋建筑》 


































(2) 结合 ObjectARX 和 OpenGL 开发技术，研发古建筑的建模组件和虚拟仿
真系统。 
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